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Welcome reader to the first staff, volunteers and apprentices Tarique (18) tackles the serious topic 
edition of the RX Radio work behind the scenes to train, of social media and how RX Radio 
Newsletter, a quarterly coordinate, and support the fits into the media landscape. Finally, 

supplement that is written by RX reporters – but the children are Amirah shares a recipe for sugar-free 
Radio Child and Young Reporters. always behind the microphones and cookies.
While we are primarily a radio are active participants in the  
station run by and for children at the production. They design their own We hope that you will enjoy reading 
Red Cross War Memorial Children’s shows, choose the music, invite this newsletter and that you will 
Hospital, this newsletter is intended guests, write interview questions, learn something new from the Child 
to entertain its readers while and even plan fundraising events. and Young Reporters at RX Radio.
allowing its contributors to express 
themselves through a different In this edition, six reporters have 
medium. contributed to the newsletter – 

writing about a variety of informative 
Just to give you a bit of background, and entertaining topics. Mujahid (18) 
RX Radio is one of the first stations in writes about his experience with the 
the world to involve child reporters pilot of RX Radio (which took place in 
broadcasting from within a hospital. 2009) and the excitement of going 
In the last 2 years, RX Radio has live on air for the first time in 2017. 
trained 76 Child/Young Reporters at Luzuko (17) focuses on the power of 
Red Cross and 11 at Paarl Hospital – music, it’s place in self-healing, and 
an outreach site that was launched his own history with music. 
on 19 March 2019. The reporters Alaweyah’s article looks at the 13-
trained are aged between 4 and 18, year-old’s journey with her condition 
with the majority of them being and RX Radio’s place in her life. Alex 
patients at Red Cross and Paarl (16) talks about his experience with 
Hospital and others being their RX Radio and how he enjoys hosting 
siblings or friends. A team of five the RX Radio Top 20 with Alex. 

Hello reader I am Gamu communicate with the young Reporters and learn something from 
Makuvaza am a Public reporters from the beginning on them.
Relations and Communication coming up with a solid story  idea , 

intern at RX Radio .l am here to share how to write a story  and doing final 
with you my journey with  this team of edits . The process was exciting, 
six young reporters who wrote this funny; stressing but above all these 
beautiful stories you are about to read . amazing children pulled it off.  A big 

thank you to Chris Booth for doing 
My involvement with the newsletter final editing all the articles.
was mostly the production side In 
other words designing it and helping I hope you will all be inspired by these 
the kids to write the stories  .I had to  stories from all the RX Radio Young 

MEET THE COMPILER 

 Written by Chris Booth

 Written by Gamu Makuvaza



MY HEALTH JOURNEY AND MY INVOLVEMENT
WITH RX RADIO
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Prep Time: 10 minutes ?Whisk in the eggs and vanilla extract
Cook Time: 15 minutes ?Stir the oats, cinnamon and raisins until combined

?Spoon the dough onto the baking paper
?Bake for 15-18 minutes until slightly gold

.  ¼ cup coconut oil/ canola oil ?Serve warm or room temperature
?2 bananas
?1 large egg
?1 teaspoon vanilla extract
?¼ teaspoon cinnamon
?1¾ cup of oats
?¼ cup of raisins, seedless
?

?

      
? Preheat oven to 180 °C
?Lightly grease baking paper and set aside
?If the coconut oil is solid, heat gently until melted
?Mash bananas and add to the coconut mix, mix well
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At the age of six, I was involved Nonnie. We were trained and “Tackling the Outdoors”.
in a freak accident that entertained by these three amazing 

As a child being admitted to hospital, it people. We had a vision for the radio resulted  in  me being  
is really tough because there are so station and it aimed at raising the hospitalized. My father and I made fire 
many things that goes through your voices of the children and allowing for potjie when I ran past to close the 
mind. You are scared and even lonely them to raise awareness about chronic door, and the wind came up and blew 
when your parents are not around. As illnesses. But due to unforeseen my clothes alight. My father hugged 
much as you would like to cry and just circumstances it was put on hold.me to put the flame out and I was 
give up, l promises you, the better then rushed to Red Cross War 

After 8 years of waiting, all the dramas solution will be to keep going and not Memorial Children’s Hospital where 
and training, our dream became a let anything stop you because your the doctors thought I wouldn't make it. 
reality and RX Radio went live on air on pain and circumstances are only 

I spent eleven days in ICU and a month 
Saturday the 20th of May 2017. It was temporary, nothing is permanent.

and a half in C2 (the Burns Unit) before 
a huge achievement because we went 

being discharged.
from just having a small little radio 
station to   these huge recorders and It was when I became an outpatient at 
mics to a fully equipped studio, I really the hospital in 2009 that I was told 
never thought that this day would about a pilot which allowed children to 
come. We have a radio station by and tell their story, express their feelings 
for children, it allows current patients and also share their opinions. This pilot 
and past patients to tell their stories was Red Cross Children’s Hospital’s own 
and raise awareness about their little radio station which was ran by 
conditions. Today l am a sports Gabs, Sue and Mike. Along with me 
presenter at RX Radio and co-host of was Kauthar, Qaqamba and the late 

SUGAR FREE COOKIES

Method

Ingredients

Written by Amirah Pienaar

Written by Mujahid Wiener 



MY RX RADIO STORY

Written by Alex White

H
i there! My name is Alex, end of this year. Since RX Radio is a experience and it has made me more 
and I am the host of the RX non-profit organisation, it has to find its certain than ever of my career in 
Radio Top 20 with Alex, a own ways to fund itself. The music media.
monthly show on RX Radio. I festival will be aimed at the youth,  

am going to tell you about my RX involving youth acts, artists and bands Despite interviewing famous people, I 
Radio journey, and how I got to where and will hopefully raise some much think that the best part about RX Radio 
I am today. needed funding for RX Radio. is when I get to interview patients of 

the hospital. On many occasions I have 
I was part of the planning stage of RX Throughout my time at RX Radio, I been told stories of how patients have 
Radio. I met with the founder, Dr have been exposed to many children battled serious, life-threatening 
Gabriel Urgoiti, back in 2015 through with variety chronic conditions, diseases and pulled through, most of 
my radio experience at Internet Strike illnesses and socio-economic situations. the time with their family and friends 
FM – my own internet station. I started It has exposed me to what some at their side. These kinds of stories are 
ISFM in 2013, when I was just ten children have to deal with. I am incredibly heart-warming and often 
years old – laying a foundation for my inspired to help them have a better keep me motivated through difficult 
media journey. experience, but I am often also times in my life. The staff of the 

motivated by them. hospital are also incredibly friendly and 
Gabriel approached my mom, who  go out of their way to help me. It’s 
works at the hospital, about me If I can make a difference, I am glad incredible to see that there are people, 
getting involved with radio station. We that it is in the field I am so passionate no matter what they are going 
met several times that year and about and which I enjoy so much. It through or how little they have, they 
discussed my involvement, as well as makes me realise how lucky we are care for each other and help each 
the involvement of the rest of the when we are healthy. I also realise how other through tough times.
ISFM team in RX Radio. Through this, children can remain positive through  
the two radio stations decided to very difficult times and never give up Ultimately I have learnt that life is 
partner. ISFM now provides music to hope that they will be fine. Giving back unpredictable, so make the most of 
RX Radio and the team gets to is definitely easy because I am doing it every day you are given, share them 
participate in RX Radio. I went through through something I love and am with friends and family, never take 
the basic training and now l host my passionate about!. your health for granted and always try 
own show. By being part of RX Radio, I  to see the positive side of things.
feel that I am giving back to the Red It is obviously great when I get to 
Cross community and helping patients interview some famous, influential 
to have a better experience in hospital! people. Some of my favourites were 

Ryan O’Connor, Alex Boraine, Jonathan 
Last year, I was also involved in training Shapiro and Jesse Clegg. I have had the 
new young reporters during the RX incredible chance to interview some of 
Radio Basic Training in April. During this my idols from KFM 94.5, like Ryan, 
time, I felt that I was able to really Sherlin Barends and Sechaba G. This 
connect with children who had has led to my recent opportunity I had 
different chronic conditions, and help to be interviewed on KFM Mornings 
them to discover the joy of media and and host my own show on KFM. I 
the door that it opens. I have also hosted the KFM Weekend Overnights 
been heading up a project to host an on Sunday the 5th August 2018 from 
RX Radio Youth Music Festival at the 1am until 4am. It was an unbelievable 
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THE POWER OF MUSIC: ITS BENEFITS 

TO HEALTH
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Written by Luzuko Ace
 the Rapper Sonkapu 

 I

 

think music in itself is healing, it’s getting more positive feedback the passed away or left rap behind because 
something we are all touched by. more I released new demos. they could not get through it, so I 
No matter what culture we are would like to be at the top at a young 

from, everyone loves music. A song I make music in my room which is age for them and to show the world 
connects us to emotional aspects. Even called Bedroom Studio. It’s comfortable that disability doesn’t determine your 
when you listen to any song you and accessible for me so l can rest and dreams.
already get the picture, music is such a work daily. The idea for the Bedroom 
tool in our life, the painkiller. And most Studio came about because l spent I write songs based on my feelings and 
people take music as their emotional most of my time in my room listening my beats are made through creativity. 
therapy which helps calm them down. to music and writing lyrics and Because of my disability, most people 
But music could also be used to sometimes l often put speakers on and would think l can’t do it, but l can 
improve or even replace current freestyle alone. When l received a because these days it’s more 
treatment strategies. Bob Marley once laptop, I knew it was time for me to technology based. For example, with 
sang: “one good thing about music, make it happen. I did research about my voice, it is difficult for me because   
when it hits, you feel no pain”. And if Bedroom Studios and got some some of the words l say don’t come 
music was a drug then everyone would equipment from people I know. l got a out clearly. However, I can use Auto 
be healed because music is cheap, microphone and speakers, downloaded Tune and other effects to help my voice 
relaxed and calm – depending on what software and then recorded my music. sound clear and effective.
type of music you are listening to.  

This type of studio is nice and calm I found out about RX Radio through 
Music is an important aspect in my way because you are alone in this space, Wayne and Yolie at the studio when l 
of life, it is an art to me and it heals me allowing you to focus and concentrate visited Red Cross Hospital for my check-
emotionally. As a rapper suffering from a on making music. It’s a place where l up. My involvement with the station 
muscle disease, music has helped me to can improve daily on my skills as a has helped me in a great way as I am 
stay calm and relaxed. I have always rapper and producer. However, l am able to socialise more with people. I 
heard that, “music is a painkiller” and l also able to work anywhere, as long as l went through the basic training with RX 
guess it’s true. My involvement in the have my laptop and earphones – Radio where I produced a radio diary 
music industry was influenced by my love because that’s the main equipment l that highlights my passion of music and 
of music. I had peers who rap at school need. being a producer. I have met new 
and every time they would rap or release people in the music industry through 
a song, l felt like an outcast because l did Every time l listen to music my mind RX Radio and got to know them. The 
not know this music style well – l felt like l switches lane out of reality to my station has become a second home 
could find out but I was not sure how. So fantasy world. There are many people where l enjoy spending my time and I 
l just started associating myself with crews who inspire me in the music industry. am grateful for what they have done 
like Salvation Entertainment, AME Boys As a producer l make beats without for me.
and Turbo Music Entertainment. Basically, keyboard or pad and use different   
they are the ones l learned from and types of elements to create an I love music the painkiller that brings 
allowed me to gain skills and knowledge. instrument, which is why Dr Dre you happiness and peace in your mind
 inspires me with regards to production. 
In 2017, I wrote 30 songs, but l once watched his documentary and 
unfortunately l could not release them movie where he turned a rock 
all. Instead, l did few demos to let instrument into a hip hop track – that’s 
people hear my voice and see what I creativity. I have also been inspired by 
am capable of. Although I got negative peers that have the same condition as 
feedback in the beginning, I started mine that have rapped. They may have 



MY STORY AND HOW RX RADIO HAS HELPED ME

M

 

y name is Alaweyah, I am me to see a doctor in Cape Town. The and I wanted to become a Young 

13 years old. I was doctor examined me and told my Reporter. I have learnt a lot at RX 

admitted to Red Cross mom that there was a problem and Radio and now l have skills and 

Hospital since l was six with a disease referred me to Red Cross Children’s knowledge of radio and it has built 

called Precocious Puberty. Precocious Hospital. and boosted my confidence. I am very 

puberty is when the bones inside your grateful for that, thank you RX Radio!

body grows faster than the body itself. When I arrived at Red Cross Hospital l 

Let’s take for example, you are eight went through different scans, one of 

years old and you have hair growing in which was a bone scan and that’s 

certain areas like you are an adult. when the results came out showing 

When you notice all this adolescence that l had Precocious Puberty and my 

hair at a younger age that’s when you bones were growing fast. I went again 

know you have Precocious Puberty. for an MRI scan and that’s when l was 

diagnosed with a premature pituitary 
I was also diagnosed with premature 

gland, which was as big as a pea. l 
pituitary gland problems. I am not 

went for blood tests and l was asked 
sure about this, but according to my 

to come every three months for a 
own research it is a pea-sized master 

check-up.
gland that controls several other 

hormone glands in your body. My 
I joined RX Radio because when l 

mom became worried when she 
heard about it, I was very interested 

noticed the puberty hair so she took 

Written by Alaweyah Patterson
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RX RADIO
Celebrates 2years on air 

25 May 2019



SOCIAL MEDIA AND THE INVOLVEMENT OF RX RADIO
AS A MEDIA PLATFORM

Written by Tarique Kenny 
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What is the first thing are using these platforms to create the listeners about  shows, 
that the majority of awareness and they are creating competitions and events that are 

taking place. The station works people  do  every  links on their websites to make 
with children, many of which are morning? Check their social media, shopping easier for people. People 
teenagers, who spend a lot of their right? With media consuming our are  even  marketing  their  
time on social media. Therefore, daily self-image both negatively businesses using Instagram and 
the station uses the same media and positively, is it good for a new uploading tutorials on social media 
platforms that they are familiar media platform such as RX Radio to via a private live stream.
with. RX Radio differs from its come into this competitive 
competitors because the radio industry? If yes, what can it offer to Despite these ‘wow factors’ that 
station is by and for the children, out rank its competitors? makes businesses and brand 
meaning that the children are the awareness much more efficient, 
reporters and present the shows. Media has no age limit, yet its there are explicit content that are 
This allows the world to see how primary focus is the Millenial age not suitable for certain viewers. I 
children are creative by them group. Many different social media believe a suitable age where a child 
sharing their own stories and their platforms  raging  from YouTube, could be allocated a social media 
perceptions .SnapChat, Facebook, Instagram device is at the age of 13 with 

and even Twitter, have been coded additional parental guidance until 
I would like to conclude that RX with different algorithims and later they reach at least 16. 
Radio can compete with all its downloaded on a device in order 
competitors but its uniqueness of to use. These platforms have Despite the positives of social 
being a children’s radio makes it different beneficiaries.  For media providing convenience in 
stand out. It is an original form of example,  on YouTube, you can communication and allowing us to 
media that provides positive role earn money, others (such as meet new people, there are also 
models and offers education at Instagram) allow new celebrities to some negatives – including the fact 
your doorstep. RX Radio helps to become more recognised in the that we cannot always trust people 
improve the lives of chronically world. we meet online. Another negative 
children and, as one of their is that social media tarnishes our 
reporters, I can vouch for this.Individuals use these platfroms in interpersonal skills, meaning that 

order to enhance their lifestyles. we could have a lack of conflict 
Personally I am using Instagram to resolution and diminished social 
promote all my skills and talents, interaction.
and hopefully get noticed out 
there in the world. I also have a How does RX Radio link to all of 
YouTube channel where I have this? RX Radio is a radio station 
been uploading dance videos of that makes use of social media 
myself hoping to reach enough platforms to help promote its 
views and earn some money. work. RX Radio uses all forms of 
Besides individuals,  companies social media in order to  inform  



Visit us at

Foyer of Outpatients Department Red Cross War

Memorial Children’s Hospital Klipfontein Road

Rondebosch 7700 Cape Town, South Africa

Credits: Carl Kindo, Karin Schermbrucker and Beautiful News SA for the photographs 
and Asset Print for printing the hardcopy of the Newsletter
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Follow us on

RX Radio SA @rxradiosa @rxradiosa +27 60 621 8048
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